UHN's Commitment to Equity, Diversity & Inclusion

We are committed to championing inclusion, diversity, equity and accessibility in the learning, research, work and service environments.

- **We value the inherent worth of every person including** age, ancestry, disability, gender expression, gender identity, race, religion, sexual orientation and all our differences.

- **We commit to recognition of rights, respect, trust, co-operation, and partnership** with First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples as outlined in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

- **We believe that our differences enrich our ability** to develop creative and innovative approaches to deliver exemplary patient care, research and education.

- **We recognize that the responsibility to create an inclusive culture** rests with each of us where we are personally responsible to hold ourselves and each other accountable.
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